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The concept of pseudosimilarity for a given hydrodynamic and transport problem is tested by com
paring the exact solution of the mathematical model of flow and heat transfer in an annular 
duct for the Bingham, Eyring, and Ree-Eyring rheological models with the solution for the power
law model. On the basis of verified hypothesis of pseudosimilarity a generalized transport cor
relation is proposed, design graphs are presented and a detailed procedure for calculation of heat 
exchange is given. 

Laminar flow through a duct of annular cross-section is one of few one-dimensional flow 
situations which do not belong into the category of MR-flows1 - 3. Therefore, to solution of this 
hydrodynamic problem for various non-Newtonian materials a great attention was paid with 
respect to individual specified models of viscosity functions4

- 10 as well as to generalized con
siderations not limited to specified model 3.11-15. Unlike this, the problems of heat transfer 
into non-Newtonian liquid in laminar flow through an annular duct were solved mathematically 
only for the power_lawI6 - 18 flow model. 

This study is based on an exact solution of the heat transfer problem for the tem
perature independent non-Newtonian flow through the annulus for the Bingham, Ey
ring, and Ree-Eyring models19, on the conception of pseudosimilarity2, and on the 
possibility to describe the process of laminar heat transfer in channels by a simple 
three-parameter model2o .21 . 

PSEUDOSIMILARlTY OF FLOW THROUGH THE ANNULUS 

Dimensionless mathematical (analytical) model of a laminar, temperature independent 
non-Newtonian flow through an annulus (Fig. 1) can be written as a system of rela
tions14 ,15 for the dimensionless shear stress 

(1) 
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for the normalized volumetric flow rate B 

(2) 

for the normalized velocity profile 

(3) 

and the binding condition for the eigenvalue A 

B w(x) = 0 = f>[.9(~)J d~ , (4) 

where p[.9J is the normalized viscosity function. 
According to definition2

, n* is given by the relation 

(5) 

In the appendix it is shown that n* = n*(A, x) can according to definition (5) be ex
pressed in the form 

+ ~ (p(l) - x p(x)Y . 

B p(l)j(l + A2) _ [x p(X)]/(A2 + x2) + f>[.9(~)J/[(~2 - A2) (e + A2)2] d~ 
(6) 

The postulates of pseudosimilarity can be written in the form: Kinematic pseudo
similarity: 

(7) 

where Wa is the known solution of Fredrickson and Bird5 for the power-law model 
p[.9J = .91

/
0

• Dynamic pseudosimilarity: This aspect is represented by the requirement 
.9(1) ~ A(l - A;), .9(x) = -A(A; - x2)/x, for which - according to Eq. (1) -
sufficient condition is the validity of relation 

A ~ A.(X, n*) , (8) 
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where Aa(X, n*) is the known solutionS of Eq. (4) for the power-law model; Rheo
logical pseudosimilarity: 

(9) 

where v is chosen so that -'w = vPc would equal the mean integral value of shear 
stresses on both walls, i.e. so that (-'wLrcR2(l + x 2

)) represents the overall force with 
which the flowing liquid acts on the duct walls 

v = \9(1)\ + x \9(x)\ 
A(1 + x) (10) 

1 - x 

Results of testing the kinematic pseudosimilarity are presented in Fig. 2 as the 
dependence of 

WMAX = W(A) = - p[9(~)] d~ 1 fl 
B " 

(11) 

on n* for the power-law, Bingham, Eyring and Ree-Eyring models for the selected 
value x = 0·25. Analogically are presented in Fig. 3 the testing results of dynamic 

w(l.> 

FIG.! 

Arrangement of Axial Flow Through an An
nular Duct 
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FIG. 2 

Kinematic Pseudosimilarity for Axial Flow 
through Annulus 

Dependence of normalized maximum velo
city on apparent flow index for 1 power-law 
model, 2 Bingham mode), 3 Eyring model, 
4 Ree-Eyring mode) for Ey = 100. 
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pseudosimilarity. Results of testing the rheological pseudosimilarity are given in Fig. 4 
only for the case of the Ree~Eyring model as a comparison of the dependence of n* 
and nrh[ A/(1 - u)] on parameter A. Dimensional and related dimensionless rela
tions for the course of rheological models under consideration in the form of S(p), 
and the inverse functions peS) are,given in Table I and are plotted in Fig. 5. 

PsEUDOSIMILARITY FOR LAMINAR REA T TRANSFER 

We have shown recently18,20 that for the temperature independent Newtonian 
and power-law flow through the tube, slit and annular duct the heat transfer problem 
can be described integrally in the whole range of dimensionless lengths z of the heat 
transfer duct 

(12) 

by approximate relations in the form 

1

1 - 1'615(w~y/3 Z2/3 . 
tM = TM - Tw 1 + ')( , 

To - Tw 
tMl • exp [-biz] ; 

(13a) z < 0·1 

z > 0·1 (13b) 

which includes only three numerical parameters tMl> bi, w~ generally dependent 
only on the form of the velocity profile and thus also on rheological properties of the 

0·55 

1 

0·50 '--!------~---n.-----7:,.oo--' 

Fig. 3 

Kinematic Pseudosimilarity for Axial Flow 
through Annulus; Dependence of Parameter 
on Apparent Flow Index 

Individual curves are denoted in the same 
way as in Fig. 2. 

10 A 100 

FIG. 4 

Rheological Pseudosimilarity for Axial Flow 
through Annulus 

Solid curves 11*, dashed curves /leh' 1 Ree
Eyring model, Ey = 1,2 Ree--Eyring model, 
Ey = 100, 3 Eyring model. 
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FIG. 5 

Course of Viscosity Functions According 
to Some Models 

1 Bingham model , 2, 3, 4 Ree-Eyring 
model for Ey = 10, 100, 1000; 5 Eyring 
model. 

TABLE I 
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FIG. 6 

Calculated Points of Dimensionless Mean 
Mixing Temperature tM(z) in Dependence 
011 Axial Coordinate for Heat Transfer into 
Non-Newtonian Liquids n* ,= 0·25 in Flat 
Channel 

1 Relation (13a), 2 relation (13b); _ Ey
ring model , 0 power-law model , ~ Bingham 
model. 

Transformation of Models of Viscosity Functions to Dimensionless Form 

Model Dimensional form Dimensionless form 

Bingham 

Eyring [) = arsinh (P) 

Ree-Eyring , = 'l / DI D + 'I Ey arsinh (D/ D
I
) 

1 + Ey 1 + Ey 

1 Ey 
[) = 1 + EyP + 1 + Ey arsinh(p) 

material. From Figs 6 - 8 where the approximate dependences tM on z according to the 
three-parameter model (12), (13a), ( 13 b) are plotted together with points corresponding 
to exact solutions19 for the Eyring, power-law and Bingham models, is obvious that 
the proposed three-parameter model also fits the non-power-law models of viscosity 
function very well. The appr.oximative three-parameter models (13a), (13b) can be 
thus taken as a base for the corresponding generalized transport correlation. (Where it 
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1M 
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n·= 0·5 
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FIG. 7 

Dependence of tM(z) for Heat Transfer into 
Non-Newtonian Liquids 11* = 0·5 in Tube 

The curves and points see Fig. 6. 

tM, 

0·25 
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FIG. 9 

Dependence of Constant tMl in Relation 
(13b) on n* for Different Non-Newtonian 
Models and Different Geometries 

1 Power-law model, 2 Bingham model, 
3 Eyring model, 4 Ree-Eyrillg model Ey = 

= 100. 

1M 

0·6 

0·2 

FiG. 8 
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(}01 0·1 

,,= 0·25 
nO= 0·50 

z 

Dependence of t M(z)1'or Heat Transfer into 
Non-Newtonian Liquids n* = 0·25 in An
nular Duct x = 0·25 

The curves and points see Fig. 6. 

~2 , 

1 23 

0·5 

FIG.IO 

Dependence of Constant bi in Relation 
(l3b) on n* and x 

The curves see Fig. 9. 
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was in Figs 6 - 8 not possible to distinguish between individual points corresponding 
to an exact solution, only the Eyring solution was plotted). This conclusion is also 
supported by extensive numerical material19 whose results are summarized in Figs 
9 -11. These figures show, in dependence on n*, the values of constants of the three
parameter heat transfer model (13a), (13b) for different models of viscosity function. 
The values of parameters for the Ree-Eyring model are as before, situated in the region 
limited by extreme values of these parameters for the Eyring and Bingham models. 
This fact is presented in Figs 9 -11 only for the annulus with % = 0·25. We have 
chosen this value as an example because for % -+ 1 the whole problem becomes 
an analogy of the flat duct and already for % > 0·8 the results do not much differ; 
for % = 0 the whole problem then becomes the analogy of the tube. Values % E (0'25; 
0'75) thus correspond to technically interesting geometries of the annular duct for 
)Vhich the corresponding transport problems cannot be approximated by the solu
tion for flat duct or tube. 

Use of a Genera\jzed Transport Correlation 

On the basis of Figs 9-11 the corresponding heat transfer problem can be solved for a given 
geometry of the annular duct L, R, u, for a given temperature on the outside wall T w' for ther
mally insulated inside wall, for known inlet temperature of the liquid To, and volumetric flow
rate Q, for known material constants of the liquid (l, c

P
' k and for known course of the viscosity 

function, i.e. the mean calorimetric liquid temperature at the outlet from the exchanger 
can be determined. The dimensionless length of the exchanger z will be determined from Eq. (12), 
i.e. as 

(14) 

To be able to use the performance charts,'" there remains to determine for the given para
meters Q, R, u and the known course of the viscosity functions 0 = olD] the value of parameter n*. 

For the power-law model the dimensionless velocity gradient on the heat transfer surface 

Wo = _ dvz I 
dr r=R 

(l5a) 

is a function of u and Y.. This dependence is plotted in Fig. 11. The first estimate Wo can be obtained 
with the assumption n = 1 according to the known relation 

w' _ 4' 1 + (1 - ,)(2)/(ln ,,2) 
o - "I + y'2 + 2(1 _ ,,2)/(ln ,,2) 

(16) 

for Newtonian flow through the annulus. For thus determined first estimate of Wo we can cal
culated the value of velocity gradient, i.e. of the shear rate on the heat transfer surface 

See also Figs 9-11 of the work20
• 
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(I5b) 

For the value D = Dw the value of the slope is read from the rheogram r = T[Dj and the 
first estimate n* is determined as 

(17) 

for thus determined n* we read from Fig. 11 the value IVa and repeat the determination of Dw 
according to (15b) and of n* according to (17) until the estimated values Dw considerably change. 
The result of this numerical-graphical iteration is the value n* determined, according to the 
accuracy of the rheogram and graphical operations, with an accuracy ±O·05. Graphical opera
tion can be made more accurate if we prepare in advance a graph of dependence nrh =" nrh[Dj. 
For the estimated value n* we read from the graphs 9- 11 the values of parameters 1M!, hi, IVa 
and by relation (130) and (13b) determine the value tM. The outlet mean t~mperature of the liquid 
is given by relation 

(18) 

Obviously it is also possible to solve the inverse problem, i.e, to look for the length of the 
exchanger necessary for bringing the liquid temperature to the one given in advance. The proce-

'·0..---.-------,.-------'" 

n!wQ 

0-6 

0 
0 I 

0 0 

I 0 00 

J 0·2 00 

'0 0·5 n' lO 

FIG. 11 

Dependence of Product of Dimensionless 
Velocity Gradient on the Heat Transfer 
Wall IVa (constant in relation (13a» and n* 

on n* and x 

0·2 0·6 
tM1lleo<. 

FIG. 12 

Comparison of Mean Mixing Dimension
less Temperatures tMexp Determined from 
Expenmental Data for Heating of 30% Sus
pension of Kaoline in Water in an Annular 
Duct with Yo = 0·72 with Calculated Values 
t Mth 
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dUTe of finding the parameters IM1 , bi, IVa remains the same. Whether we use for calculation 
relation (J 3a) 

or relation (l3b) 

(1 - IM)3/2 (1 + x)3/2 

l'61S3/2(wa)1/2 
(l9a) 

(J9b) 

depends on whether 1 ~ 1M ~ 'MO (calculated by relation (19a), or whether tMO ~ 1M ~ 0 
(calculated by relation J9b), where 

tMO = t/vli exp (-bI/10). (20) 

The third problem, i.e. how to get in the exchanger of given dimensions and temperature 
of the wall the suitable flow-rate Q with the required outlet mean temperature, cannot be solved 
explicitly. The most suitable way is to solve the problem by the above described method for 
several chosen values Q within limits which we consider reasonable and then to find the proper 
solution graphically in thus prepared graphical dependence of 1M on Q. Data on pressure drop 
can be, again on the principles of pseudosimilarity, obtained with the use of a rheogram. For the 
value Dw the value 'w = T[Dwl is read from the rheogram and the pressure drop l1.P is calculated 
from relation 

(l1.P + (J. gz. l1.h)/(2L) = T ... /(1 - ;.2) , (2I) 

where l1.h is the height difference between both ends of the exchanger which we take in Eq. (21) 
as positive, if the liquid flows in the exchanger downwards, and negative if it flows upwards. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The presented results are limited to the annular exchanger where the outside wall 
is kept by external heating or cooling at a constant temperature and the inside wall 
is insulated. Quite analogous procedure19 can be used also for the reversed case where 
the inside, heat transfer wall has a constant temperature while the outside wall is 
insulated. In this case it is sufficient to accept formally x > 1; the heat transfer 
surface then again corresponds to relation ~ = 1. A serious limitation in this method 
is the condition of thermal independency of the velocity field which for technically 
interesting situations is not fulfilled very often. Technically interesting group of ma
terials, for which the presented results can be used without corrections for the tem
perature dependence of viscosity, are some suspensions. For these materials the pro
posed correlations can be applied with good accuracy as follows from Fig. 12 in which 
experimental values t measured with the annulus of x = 0·72 are compared for 
suspensions of kaoline nrh E (0'15; 0'25) with the values calculated by the presented 
method. . 

The authors wish to express their gratitude to Professor V. Bazan!, Director of our Institute 
for his understanding and granted assistance. 
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APPENDIX 

Local Characteristics of Non-Newtonian Annular Flow 

The dimensionless mathematical model of annular flow is presented iri this paper as Eqs (1)-(4). 
In solving this. mathematical model it is necessary to determine in advance the proper value of A, 

as the root of Eq. (4). Suitable numerical methods for solution of this problem have already 
been discussed1S in our previous studies. There1S also the alternative form of a mathematical 
model for the case is given when the dimensionless viscosity function is expressed explicitly 
in the form 

8 = 8[P]. (22) 

Generally considered the determination of parameter n* is only a part of a more general 
problem of description of local properties of the system characterized by Eqs (2)-(4), i.e. of the 
linearized description of dependences of parameters B, A, and the function w(';) on independent 
parameters of the problem A, " in the vicinity of some in advance given values A = Ao, " = xo, 
for a given viscosity function. This local behaviour of the mentioned syStem in vicinity of given 
values Ao and Xo is determined, if the values of partial derivatives Band ;., according to para
meters" and A, are known. 

The respective relations can be obtained by differentiation of Eqs (2), (4) according to para
meters" and A. Resulting relations can be written in the form 

eA,2) p(,,) 1 
(23) 

a" A BH1 ' 

eA,2) A aA " = H3/Hl - ).2 , (24) 

1 A CB) 1 ( Hl) ;; = Ii aA " = 1 - x2 Hs - Hl ' 
(25) 

~ e(1 - x
2) B) = _ p(x) (x2 _ H3 ) , B ax B B Hl 

(26) 

where 

H . = r ( ap[A(e
2 - ;.2)/';]) _';_i - di'. 

I" a.; A," A,2 +.;2 " 
(27) 

Since, as can be verified by integration per partes of relation (27), the recurrent formula holds 

(28) 

and for k = 5 and k = 3 also the integral relations in Eq. (28) are known (relations (2) - (4» 
Hs and H3 are given by Eqs 

p(l) - x 3p(,,) 
Hs = B 3(1- x 2) - ).2H3' (29) 
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p(l) - ",p(",) 2 
H3 = --B- - - - }. H[ (30) 

it remains only to calculate HI by a quadrature according to relation 

I JP(I) 
HI = - [1 - (1 + (8[p]/2A}.)2 {I + [I + (2A)./ 8[p])2J1 /2})-1] dp 

B p(,,) 
(31) 

for the viscosity function in the form 8[p], or as 

I ( p(l) ",p(",) Jl [ ,::2 - ).2 J) 
HI = B I + ).2 - ).2 -I- ",2 + / 8(e;) ~2 + ).2)2 de; (32) 

for the viscosity function in the inverse form p[ 8]. It is an interesting result that for a complete 
linearized description of the local behaviour according to relations (23)-(26) there remains only 
to calculate numerically one single quadrature, for HI' 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

A = (I'>.P . R)/(2 . L. 'I) normalized pressure drop 
B = Q/(nR3 \1 - ",2 \ D 1) normalized volumetric flow rate 
bi parameter in relation (I3b) 
c

p 
specific heat (cal g -1 deg - 1) 

D shear rate, variable in viscosity function (s - 1) 

Dw shear rate on the wall (s -1) 
DI material constant, Table r (s-l) 
Ey Eyring number 
gz projection of gravitational acceleration into flow direction (cm s - 2) 

I'>.h vertical distance (cm) 
k thermal conductivity (calcm- 1 $-1 deg- 1) 

L length of heat exchanger (cm) . 
n* apparent flow index 

flow index 
nrh apparent flow index according to rheological pseudosimilarity 
P = D/D 1 normalized shear rate 
p[ 8] normalized viscosity function 
pC/;) = p[A(/;2 -- ).2)/}.] profile of normalized shear rate 
Q volumetric flow rate (cm3 S-'I) 

radial coordinate (cm) 
R outside diameter; of annular heat transfer wall (cm) 
T M mean temperature of liquid leaving the exchanger (deg) 
T w temperature of outside annular wall (deg) 
To temperature of outlet liquid (deg) 
tM normalized mean temperature, Eq. (2) 
tMI parameter from Eq. (13b) 
t MO parameter defined by Eq. (20) 
U mean flow velocity (cm s - 1) 
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normalized velocity profile 
estimate oJ w on basis of kinematic pseudosimilarity 
normalized velocity gradient on heat transfer (in our case outside) annular wall 

x 

normalized maximum velocity 
normalized axial coordinate, Eq. (12) 
axial coordinate, distance from the heat exchanger inlet 

/) = 1:/1:1 normalized shear stress 
(cm) 

/)(~) == [A(C;Z - }.2)/).] profile of normalized stresses in annulus, S is considered to be the odd 

(! 

.; = r/R 

function 
geometric simplex, see Fig. 1 
ibid 
estimate of A on basis of pseudosimilarity 
geometric simplex, Eq. (10) 
density (g cm - 3) 

normalized radial coordinate 
shear stress, variable in viscosity fUllction (dyn cm - 2) 
characteristic shear stress at wall (dyn cm - 2) 

material constant, Table I (dyn cm -2) 
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